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Structural Testing The Amateur Built Aircraft
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By Molt Taylor OLT TViyLOfl SOLOED in 1928. He graduated from the University of Washington in 1935. During World War II he was back on active duty with the Navy and was assigned to the Naval Aircraft Factory in Philadelphia where he was instrumental in the development of pilotless aircraft, guided missiles and other special projects. After the war he formed his own company and spent 23 years developing his famous Aerocar. In recent years he has designed the Coot amphibian, the IMP and MiniIMP for homebuilders and does consulting work on aircraft design, most notably the late Bill Lear's Learfan. Why structural test a homebuilt? To ascertain if it is structurally safe in every respect so that what you have built won't break your neck due to a structural failure . . . to be blunt about it. Using Part 23 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) as a guide in your determination of loadings and testing, figure out the basic loads to which your particular airplane will have to be subjected. "Basic loads" indicate the minimum strength levels an airplane's structure must have to safely fly if it is flown within predetermined parameters . . . unless you fly it into a wall or a thunderstorm. When you design your own homebuilt, allow plenty of growth in your plane. Once you have the basic loads calculated, then test it. Don't assume your plane is going to be indestructible — none of them are! If you are modifying an existing design, go back to the original designer and find out what the airplane was designed for as a starting point. If he can't tell you, he has no business selling plans. LOAD TESTING



Figure 1 shows a rig for testing wings. Bury a 4 to 6 ft. log about 3 ft. into the ground to serve as an anchor for this and other tests. Install a hydraulic pull jack with a psi gage in the supporting cable (on the right in the diagram). Know the area of your pump so you know what tension you are pulling. Using Part 23 as a guide, start piling on the sand bags (or whatever ballast is used) — be sure to protect the top surface of the wing with plywood or metal, otherwise, concentrated loads due to individual weights will ruin the structure. Put on 25% of the load and start pumping the jack to lift the wing off the saw horses. If something is going to



fail, it will fail without destroying the wing because you won't be able to lift it clear of the supports. If everything holds, lower the load back on the sawhorses, add more weight and try again — going up in small increments. When you reach 90% limit load, really look at the skin and structure of the wing. Then go to 100% limit load and isolate any problems. Take off the weights at this point and fix any areas in which you noted problems . . . and



make these changes also on your plans! If everything still looks O.K., gradually pile the weights back on and go to 150% limit for "ultimate" loading.



Wing and attachments are, obviously, extremely important. With this method you can test cantilever wings, tail surfaces, rudders, vertical fins, etc., without catas60 AUGUST 1978



trophic failure. However, you must know what to test to . . . the magnitude of the basic loads. Rent a hydraulic jack from a local auto supply or body shop to enable yourself to do the test. If anything bends or breaks at less than 100% of basic loading (limit), fix it before you fly it! If things go O.K. to 100% limit, you can assume the airplane is structurally safe to fly (within normal limits). However, if you plan to sell plans you should test at least one specimen to 150% limit. Failure of structure at 150% limit is permissible if it holds the load for 10 seconds. After that it can fail, but should not fail catastrophically. Parts should hold together and not separate at 150% limit. They can buckle and bend, but shouldn't break. Incidentally, fabric covered wings are tested in the same manner . . . before the fabric is applied. Other test rigs are for checking specific portions of the airplane. Suppose you intend to make a change in the wing attachment — Figure 2 shows the rig to test your new fittings. Make a bracket that serves as the center section and fasten it to a wall (with support through the wall to your buried log). Install all your fittings and the spar and actuate the hydraulic ram to exert the appropriate loads. Be sure to install diagonal cables so the spar can't collapse fore or aft. Wing loads are typically carried by more than just the spar and spar fittings, but if they stand the gaff, the rest is no problem. Figures 3 and 4 show ways to test engine mounts. The mount does not have to be on the fuselage for testing. Many homebuilts have inadequate control systems. Elevators should be able to withstand a pull (or push) of 200 pounds on the stick without deformation or failure of any part of the system (see Figure 5). If any bellcrank, pushrod, bracket, etc. begins to wave around — don't fly the airplane! The ailerons should withstand a 100 pound force on the system and each rudder pedal should take a 200 pound push. Use stainless steel control cables — not galvanized. The few dollars you save using galvanized cable aren't worth the life you can pay with. FLUTTER



Having experienced flutter in a few dive tests, I can tell you it is a very frightening experience. Flutter is an inertia/structural/aerodynamic coupling phenomenon. If a structure is displaced up, is hit by the wind and is blown back down, because it has inertia it tries to go beyond the zero point. If the structure to which the surface is attached also starts to oscillate, it "flutters". A nose wheel shimmies for the same reason. One way to correct this condition is to put enough friction on the hinge point



so the surface won't swing beyond the neutral or zero point and start back. However, we don't want friction in a control surface hinge, so we put a balance weight out on the front, beyond the hinge line, so that when the surface blows back down from the wind hitting it, it tries to move the balance weight in the other direction. The balance weight (from its inertia) resists the inertia of the aileron, elevator or rudder and prevents flutter. This is a complicated thing from an analysis standpoint. As a rule of thumb, if your balance weight is half that of the weight



of the aileron (or, as we say, your aileron is balanced 50%), you have a good chance of avoiding flutter . . . assuming your airframe is not as elastic as, say, a hang glider. Some high performance planes have control sur-
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faces that are 100% balanced, but not all. Since balance weights add to empty weight, the engineers in big companies go to great lengths to calculate and measure flutter potential, and it is now a sophisticated art that is beyond the average homebuilder. However, even with their sophistication, the big boys have to actually make flight tests to assure that their designs are flutter free. If the control surfaces of your homebuilt aren't balanced in any manner, find out what the designer did to avoid flutter.



FIGURE 5



The friction inherent in a control system can produce enough dampening to prevent flutter; for example, the tension of a cable system. However, FAA insists that in a flight test for flutter, you must have the cables slack, so it obviously is wise to balance the control surfaces. If you just assume your design is flutter free because it doesn't flutter up to some known dive speed, it is a good idea not to go above that proven limit since flutter can occur suddenly at perhaps one or two mph above it. Even a cold day when cables on metal airplanes get slack can be enough change to cause flutter. Take it from someone who knows, it can really be a frightening experience. An ounce or two of lead judiciously applied can save your day, your airplane and, maybe, your hide! SPORT AVIATION 61
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